William & Mary is located in Williamsburg, VA, which is a Qualified Opportunity Zone, as designated by the U.S. Treasury.
Census Track: 51830370200
Tract Type: Low Income Community
Zip codes: 23186, 23187

William & Mary has property and facilities in James City County, which is a QOZ.
Census Track: 51095080102
Tract Type: Low Income Community
Zip code: 23185
* Note: Zip code 23185 includes Charles City, James City, Williamsburg City, and York.

Our Virginia Institute of Marine Sciences is in Gloucester County, which is a QOZ.
Census Track: 51073100301
Tract Type: Low Income Community
Zip code: 23062

W&M has strong relationships with the Hampton Roads region, especially the military bases.
Census Tracks 51650010313, 51650010314, 51650010502, and 51650010601
Tract Type: Low Income Community

East of Richmond, Williamsburg covers approximately 8.94 square miles and has a population of just over 15,000.
W&M believes that research funded (DETAIL THE RESEARCH) by this grant could have far reaching implications, including possibly enhancing [Select one or more: public safety, preventing crime, reducing crime, informing criminal justice policy and practice] in our immediate and surrounding QOZs.

By giving this grant to Williamsburg, a QOZ, this research could impact [few sentences on how this will impact public safety, preventing crime, reducing crime, informing criminal justice policy and practice].

Internal note: This page must clearly do two things. First, identify that the research or impact of the research will impact a QOZ. Second, explain how this grant, given to a QOZ or impacting a QOZ, has the potential to enhance public safety, etc. Saying "potential" is just fine.

Optional: Include the most recent US Census Bureau info as the following pages: https://www.census.gov/quickfacts/fact/table/williamsburgcityvirginiacounty/PST040218